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Decorating Your Walls is as Easy as "Stick & Click'' with
Command Picture Hanging Strips; 3M Introduces the
Newest Innovation To Hang Pictures, Artwork, Crafts
and More
Whether using nails, screws or complex hooks to hang objects, all of these tools require careful precision and
skill and can ultimately damage your walls. Now, 3M is introducing Command picture hanging strips - the latest
evolution in wall-hanging technology - to make it easy and hassle-free to hang pictures, artwork, crafts or other
small items.

Command picture hanging strips hold on strongly and come off cleanly, so you no longer need to triple-check to
make sure a picture is level or placed "just right." Just like other Command products, these Command picture
hanging strips use a unique stretch release technology allowing you to easily change wall hangings without
leaving surface damage, nail holes or residue behind. Hanging items is as easy as "stick and click" - just stick
the Command strips to the wall and object to be hung, and click the strips together.

"From struggling to find a stud to worrying about wall damage, people face countless challenges when hanging
pictures and other items," says George Diaz, business unit manager for 3M's Command Adhesive products.
"Command picture hanging strips eliminate those problems and give people the freedom and flexibility to
experiment endlessly with their wall decor."

Command picture hanging strips are available in two sizes: small and medium. Each set of medium strips holds
up to 3 pounds and four sets can be used to hold an object up to 10 pounds. Small strips can be used to hold
items up to 4 pounds with each set holding 1 pound.

Sold nationally at home, decorating, mass merchandise and discount stores, the suggested retail price ranges
from $5.49 to $7.99 according to size. For more information, visit www.commandadhesive.com.

About 3M - A Global, Diversified Technology Company

Every day, 3M people find new ways to make amazing things happen. Wherever they are, whatever they do, the
company's customers know they can rely on 3M to help make their lives better. 3M's brands include Scotch,
Post-it, Scotchgard, Thinsulate, Scotch-Brite, Filtrete, Command and Vikuiti. Serving customers in more than
200 countries around the world, the people of 3M use their expertise, technologies and global strength to lead in
major markets including consumer and office; display and graphics; electronics and telecommunications; safety,
security and protection services; health care; industrial and transportation. For more information, including the
latest product and technology news, visit www.3M.com.
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